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Relationships between lint and boll properties of American upland 
cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) have been extensively studied, but only 
limited work has been done on the relationships between morphological 
and flowering characters. Several of these characters have been thought 
to be correlated, but definite information is not readily available to 
verify t his assumption. 
The objective of this study was to determine the relationships 
among certain morphological and flowering characters in order to supply 
soma information that would be helpful to the breeder. A relationshi~ 
between an easily measured morphological character and earliness, 10 
and 20 day total bloom counts in this study, would be of value. Such 
a character which is significantly correlated with 10 and 20 day 
bloom count totals could be used as a wyardstick9 for selecting for 
earliness early in the season. 
Four varieties, representing a relatively wide range of variation 
in the characters measured, and the F2 generation of single crosses and 
the double cross involving those varieties were used to estimate en~ 





The characters that are considered in this experiment are largely 
morphological. Some clarification should be given regarding these 
characters in upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.). 
Eaton (4) in reviewing work with cotton, has clearly stated some 
characteristic features of the plants 
(a) Branches produced by the cotton plant may be either veg-
etative er fruiting. 
(b) One or more vegetative branches are developed from the 
basal sixth to ninth ma.in stalk (ma.in axis) nedes. 
(c) Flowering is progressive and becomes more rapid as the plant 
grows. 
(d) The nowering and fruiting behavior of ~erican upland cotton 
is day length neutral.. 
(e) The fruiting branch developes from a main stalk or frooi. a 
vegetative branch node •. 
(f') The usual position of' the first fruiting branch is at the 
seventh main stalk nodeJ) but they have been observed as low 
as the third or fourth node. 
(g) Variations in growth behavior have led to the classification 
of varieties as determinate or indeterminate with respect 
to growth rates. 
l. Determinateg Plants fruit heavily early in the 
season and then the terminal bud becomes dormant 
and fruiting declines. 
2. Indeterminatea Plants flower throughout the season, 
usually later maturing, bolls are set but floral 
production does not stop. 
·A number of workers have reported studies of morphological 
characters some of which were included in the present study. In 
experiments on Uppam cotton (Gossypium herbaceum L.} 9 Venkatarama.nan 
(16) compared two types of branchirlg.which give rise to primary and 
secondary sympodia. He showed that bolls on the primary sympodial 
branches had a longer maturation period but were better in see<it.weight, 
lint weight and lint length than bolls on secondary branches. He noted 
tha:t the flowering curve of the primary sympodia was earlier than the 
secondary one. 
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McClelland (cited by McClelland and Neely (11)) worked with plants 
ci,f Cleveland Big Boll cotton and foun.d that plants tended to be regular 
in blooming habit when grown under constant soil moisture content. He 
noted that the vertical interval.a were approximately three day~ between 
blooms and the horizontal intervals were · appro:ximateJ.¥ six days between 
blooms. :M::Clelland and Neely (11) theori~ed that w •• o. if the vertical. 
interval is 3 and the horizontal interval 6, and mothi:ng disturbs reg= 
ularity, blooms should occur on any one plant only at J=,day intervals., 
and there would be no true daily eurve for individual plants.• If 
~ large number of plants tend to 'bloom at'' the same time 9 regularity is 
pronounced and the blooming curve bas high peaks, hut if the plants are 
staggered in their date of first bleom a smoothing of the flowering 
curve is observed. 
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:McN.a.mara.11 et al. (12) worked 'With six upland types: Acala.,, --= 
LOl'le Star.11 Rowden, Delfos 9 Half a.nd Half, and. Kekchio These commercial 
strains differed widely in several charactersa a. g. 3 plant type, 
plant growth, and productiveness. These workers noted that the first 
true leaf appeared at the first node above the two opposite nodes of the 
cotyledon, and after seven or eight true leaves had been developed: they 
consid.ered the seedling to be in the fruiting stage. The mean number of 
nodes to the node which bore the first productive fruiting branch was 
observed., and the mean value's fili>r varieties studied were as follmfsa 
Acala, 8.67i and Rowden, 8.70 nodes. These data show some variation 
among varieties in the mean number of nodes to the first fruiting 
bra.n©h, and there appeared to be a relationship between the mean number 
of' the nodes to the first fruiting branch and the blooming rate. 
Martin, ~ !!• (10) state that 19different types and varieties of' 
cotton differ in the length and the number of intemodes of the fruiting 
branch.• 
In McClelland 1s work (eited. in (11)) it was pointed out that the 
time required to produce blooms ona plant was shorter in the vertical 
interval than the horizontal interval and'the suggestion was ma.de that 
the length of th.e internode o.f the fruiting branch may also be a factor. 
influencing earliness. 
· Buie (2) studied methods of determining earliness» and pii»sed the 
following questions 
Is it determined by time of initial .flowers, rapidity ef bleoming early 
in the season.I) retention of a large percentage of bolls, production 
G:f potentially high lint 'bolls, short boll development and maturation 
peried1 or a combination of 'these characters? 
H~ found that the boll maturation period as well as the other characters 
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ment,ioned had a direct relation.ship to maturity and concluded that uearl= 
iness, in its final analysis,!) is not a simple heritable character,!) but 
one dependant upon many factors both heredi ta.:ry and environmental. 00 
Hintz and Green (7) studied components of earliness in three var-
ieties of upland cotton., These (Components were rate of squaring.ll rate 
of blooming)) length of the square period.I' boll growth rates» and length 
of the boll periodo They ooncluded that the inheritance of boll period 
was controlled by genes having an additive effect., Selection would be 
expected to be effective in hybrid populations segregating for boll 
period .. 
Coirrelations 
SnedefJIO>I' (14) gives the following definition of correlationg 
Corl.felation i:s :seen to be the q,uot,ient of' two averages of variations 
one:, the icovaria.nce of the two measurements» x1 and x2i the other an 
average of two sample variances (i,, e .. s mean squares). It is an ab= 
stract number measuring covariation& if of two related characters each 
o~curs in various sizes.ll this correlation is a measure of the e:x;tent 
to whi~h their variations are concomitant .. 
The sample correlation ©oeffieient (r) is used as a measure iCilf 
••ne1at1on, and 1. derived from the tor1nU1a, "" ,_x2/fcX1 i 2cx2J( 
Patterson (13) states that 00it has been demonstrated 'that .for 
nlll!llOOs a value of r or±o .. .30 may be obtained purely by charme from two 
cha:rncters known to be entirely indepe:ndent.,i0 He notes that the 
standard error 51 in a correlation based on n pairs of va.ria tes ~ normally 
attributed to r is ei therg l=r2 or l=r2• 
"~ 4411% ~ 
Correlated Characters in Cotton 
Many correlations have been determined in cotton;i but emphasis has 
been placed upon lint.I> boll, and fiber properties with little attieimtien 
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given to the morphologi~al characters .. 
Dunlavy (3) observed correlations among the following characters 
in upland cottong Lint per cent 9 weight of seed9 lint index9 boll size, 
number of seed per lo©k 9 and per cent of five=lock bolls. He observed 
the follo'Wing eight pairs to be rcorrelatedg 








b@ll size and weight of, seed-positive 
per cent of five=lock boll~ and boll size=poaitive 
weight of seed and lint per cent=negative 
boll size and lint index-positive 
lint per cent and staple=negative 
weight of seed and staple-positive 
boll size and lint per ©eht=negative 
He determined correlation coefficients for these characters in all 
possible combinations and observed that boll size and weight of seed 
were significantly correlated 'With four of the six characters. 
Brannon (1) found that certain characters were closely associated 
with yield of seed cotton (eo g., 9 length of lintJJ lint per cent and size 
of boll) o He found that lilllt per cent and time to maturity were sig= 
nificantly correlated with length of lint~ He also noted that the 
eharacteris leeks per b@ll.ll per cent flowers shed at 18 daysJJ lint per 
cent.ll weight of 100 seedsJJ and area of the leaf were signifiQantly 
e\O!rrelated with size of bollo 
Kearney (9) Rrked en Egyptian types of cotton and determined. 
correlations on fifteen seed~ fiber and boll ~haracteriaticso He fo:tllld 
significanCJe in twenty=six pairs Clf rehar:a~ters 9 but the relationships 
weren°t of the :nature to afford genetic eorrelationo He also worked 
with an Egyptian=upland hybrido Only one significant correlation in 
this hybrid.l> negative Cc»l!'Telation between fiber length and fiber colorll 
appeared to be neither physical nor physiological.. 
1 
Green (5) determined simple correlations on a11 possible combina= 
tions of the lint characters~ upper half mean$ Pressley index, fineness, 
seed index 11 and lint indexo The correlation coefficients were based on 
the phenotype and included environmental and genetic affectso The corre= 
Iation coefficients are applicable only if selection is baaed upon the 
phenotype. He states that 00nwst published studies of correlatiene in 
cott<On have not yielded in.f'Grmation on the relativ~ impartance of genetic 
and environmental effectsew 
StromaJ11 (15) studied multiple C4)rrelations of eight characters in 
seven varietiess weight of lint per boll.I) lint per cent, number of five-
leek bollall number of four=lock boll~~ number of vegetative branches, 
number of' fruiting branches» height.!) and yield. HiB results indicated 
that (1) seven characters were significantly correlated with yield$ 
five=lock bolls and weight per boll» (2). a high nega:!.ive correlation 
exists between number of four and five-lock bolliS» (3) the number of 
four=lock bolls was correlated :significantly to height ef plant$ md. 
(4) c@rrelation&il of' five=lock bolls and f'our=loek bolls with number 0:f 
fl'Uiting branches were variable. 
Hod~on (8) determimed correl.ati~ns on cllaracters whieh make up the 
00type00 of the plant. He studied a number of varieties tnrer a period o:f' 
seven years, and reported the follawing correlationss 
(a) Number of base limps with number of fruiting branches» 
:fC -Oel901±0o0.Q..54 t,J:ll Oo2987Z.Ooll23 
(b) Nwnber ~r base limbs with the numbsr ©f bolls per plant, re 
--0.0182± 0.0674 tf» Oo43h8± 000938 
(~} Number of base limbs and height1 Jr/5' =0.0845±0.0468 to 0.1982 
t,Oo0648 
(d.) Number eif fruiting branches 'With number of nodes en the a.xis, 
number Gf internodes on t ne main axis .9 heiglilt of plant I and 
lengtlll of the intenede on.the main axis. Jl:"6 002124±0.069, 
t(!)) 0.5796±0.0768 
Hodson concluded that 0 the average length of the internode depends 
upon two factors& The type of variety and the environment • ., He noted 
that an environment fav~rable for production of limbs .also was favor~ 
able to production of bolls. 
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Hodson' s work was more closely- related to the type of work involved 
in this stu.dy. 
MATERIALS AND MEI'HODS 
One double cross (Lankart 6ll. X Lockett No. l) X (Deltapine 15 X 
Stoneville 62) 9 its component single crosses9 and the parent varieties 
were used in this study o 
The single crosses were made in the SW1llDBr of 195h. The double 
cross was made im the mwmner of 19559 and F2 seed of all crosses were 
produced at Iguala$ Mexico 9 in the winter of 1955=56. Breeder1 s or 
registered seed of each variety was used. 
A randomi~ed complete block design with 10 replications was used 
in this experimento The entire experiment consisted of 13 entries$ b~t 
ror the purpose of determining the correlations only seven entries 
were used. 
The experiment was planted in a silt loam soil at Chickasha, Oklahoma 
~n May 11$ 1956 in single row plots 40 feet long with a 40 inch spacing 
be1:;ween I'ffllrs. A. lllw=type8 seedbed, made by commercial h=rmv planting 
equipment was used. The plots were thinned by hand to a 2 .f"~t spacimg 
between plants in each plot SJ whi@h gave approximately 20 plamts per 
plot. N~ apecial ©ultivation practices were used. The plants were 
cultured accerding to commercial methods in thiei experiment. 
· Since the envir~nment infiue:nced the· developmem. t of the characters 
studied.SJ the amount of rainfall re~aived by monthaSJ between April 1 and 
September 30$ is reported as followsg April 2o23 inches$ May 4.23 inchess, 
June 2.42 inches» July 2 .. 04 inches, Augast Oo5S inches.11 and September 
0.02 inches. 
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The plants in this study were tagged using 2 I 3f inch tags. These 
tages~ numbered from l to 20~ were.attached to the mainstem of selected 
plants:!,/ in every plot. The numbered tags were placed on the plants in 
numerical order 'With the number 1 plant always on the same end of each 
plot. 
The initial blooming day was indicated by the appearance of the first 
bloom on any individual plant in the experiment., The data were taken on 
152 plants or an average of 101-,h plaints per entry- and 17.9 plants per 
plot,, Each plant in the study was inspected daily .for the appearance 
oi' new blooms and counts were recerded each day for all plants involved. 
Aecumulated bl~om counts were calculated .for each plant of each entry 
The foll.owing morphological measurements were taken on the plants 
which had been taggedg 
(1) Height at the beginning of the flowering season. Thiil was don<l!I 
by measuring the height of each plant 'With a cm,. rlil.e on July 4» 
1956. The height of the plant was considered to be the distance 
between the cotyledonary node and the apex of the plmit. 
(2) Height of the plant a.t maturity~ This measurement was ma.de 
with a.em. rule at the time of first ha:rvesto The height wais 
considered to be the distance between the cotyledortary node 
and the apex. of the plant. 
(.3) Total number of nodes at the beginning l:l1f the floweI"ing season. 
The number of nodes between the cotyledonary node c;lnd the apex 
!/ On some plantss the termimal bu.d had aborted and these planU\I 
were n~t taggedi but to maintain equal distance between plants er ea~h 
plots these plants were not removed. 
ll 
of the plant was made and recorded July 4,l) 1956. 
(4) T~tal nodes at maturity. The total number of nodes between the 
_©otyledonary node and the apex of the plant was taken and re-
corded at the time of first hal"Vest. 
(5) Length of first internode of the first productive fruiting 
fruiting branch from the main -axis node to the flower stalk 
{Figure la). When each individual plant bloomed for the first 
time, this measurement was takeno The time of' measurement 
was variable for the plant~ in this study .. 
(6) Length of the inte:mode of ,the main axi!S directly below the. 
node that bore the first productive .fruiting branch (Figure lb). 
\ . '. 
This was taken at the same time as (5) above. 
(1) Number of nodes from the ·©otyledonaey node to the node which 
bore the first fruiting branche The number of nodes between 
the cotyledonary node and the node which bore the first fruit,... 
ing branch was recorded at the same time as characters (5) and 
(6) aboviee 
Bloom count totals were coded as f'ollowss 10 days 3 (8)i 20 days, 
(9)$ 30 days, (10)$ and 50 days» (ll)o Code numbers l through 11 were 
used to identify the variables in appendix tables I and II. 
The first bloom appeared oh July 4» ·· J.956. Ble>om count data were 
compiled for 50 days» until September 11»,1956. 
Simple correlation coefficients were computed for all possible com= 
bi.nations of 11 different characters·on-t.he Io Bo Me 650, an electroni@ 
computer. 
Two sets of correlation coefficients were calculateds (1) r 
values with replication effects removed» which were c:omputed by taking 
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t,he co?Tected sums of squares and · ~ross products pooled over 6 rep= , . 
licatiomi ·(dof'.~ n=l2)s, and (2) r values ignoring replication effects, 
were computed by talcing the total number of observations (dof.: n-2) 
in the experiment. 
Observed r values calculated within varieties can be considered to 
be envirorunentalo Observed r 0s in the segregating populations can be 
considered to be environmental and genetic» the difference between 
varietal r 0s and those in the F2~s of single crosses and the double 
cross being an indication of the magnitude of the genetic relationship. 
For con'IMnience the entries will be abrewiated in the tables for 
the varieties» single crosses and the double cross involved in this 
study as followss 
Delta.pine 15 = Delto 15 
Stoneville 62 = Stoo 62 
Lankarl 6ll = Lank. 611 
Lockett Noo 1 - Loclco Noo 1 
Deltapine 1.5 X Stoneville 62 - (Delt. 15 X Stoo 62) 
Lanka.rt 6ll X Lockett Noo 1 = (Lank. 611 X Lock No., 1) 
(Deltapine 15 I Stoneville 62) X (Lankart 611 X Lockett No. 1) -
(Delt,, 15 X Sto .• 62) X (L:mko 611 X Lo©ke No. 1) @I' D. C. 
Also the coefficient of variation will be referred to as Co v. in 
the body of the thesis .. 
Figure la. The internode of the first fruiting branch, which was 




Figure lb. The node which bore the first productive fruiting 
branch is indicated by the pointer! The number of nodes from this to 
the cotyledonary node, and the length of the internode directly below 
the pointer were recorded when the first bloom appeared on the plant. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Since the parent varieties used had not been previously classified 
for the characters studied, it is of interest to note differences and 
similarities among them. Mean values for each character, the standard 
error of the mean, and the coefficient of variation appear in table II 
of the appendix. 
Deltapine 15 and Stoneville 62 were similar in the following 
charactersg 
(l) plant height at the beginning of the fruiting season 
(2) plant height at maturity 
(3) total number of nodes at the beginning of the fruiting season 
(4) total number of nodes at maturity 
(5) length of the internode on the main ax:i s directly below the node 
which bore the first fruiting branch. 
The F2 means of (Deltapine 15 X Stoneville 62) fell below the 
means of either parent, and this .. could be attributed to environmental 
effects. 
The means, standard error of the mean, and the c. v. are presented 
in table I for those characters that differ in Deltapine 15, Stoneville 
62 and the F2 of their single cross. Deltapine 15 had a higher mean 
(71.64±1.91) for length of the first internode on the first productive 
fruiting branch than Stoneville 62 (61.89.±. 1.98) and number of nodes 
to the first fruiting branch (8.69±0.19), but Stoneville 62 had a higher 
mean in the 10, 20, 30, and 50 day bloom count t otals than Deltapine 15. 
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TABLE I 
MEANS, STAND.ARD ERRORS OF THE MF.A.NS I AND 
COEFFICIENI'S OF VARIATION OF 7 
CHARACTERS IN WHICH 
STONEVILLE 62 AND 
DELTAPINE lS 
DIFFERED 
. Delt. 15 Sto• 62 
: "' .... 
I 
(a) length of ~he first 
intemode of the first 
f 71. 64:l: 1.91 61.89±1.98 
productive fruiting c.v. 27.57% 32.88% 
branch 
,(b) number of nodes to x 8.69±0.19 1.61±0.14 
the node that bore the 
first productive fruit- c.v. 22.67% 19.05% 
µ.ng branch 
... 
(c) length pf the inter- x 2a:04£o";B6 29.58±0.73 
node directly below the 
node which bore the first 
1f'ruiting branch 
c.v. 31.56% 25.29% 
! 
:{d) 10 day bloom count - 0.87±0.10 1.5.2.:1;0.J.4 X 
totals 
c.v. 124.14% 96.05% 
(e) 20 day bloom count - 2. 77± 0.24 s. 74± 0.33 X 
totals 
c.v. 89.89% SB.69% 
(f) 30 day bloom count 2 6~10*'0.45 11.69±0.50 
totals 
c.v. 76.39% L.L..31% 
. - ~ -· -~ ·-- .. 
(g) 50 day bloom count x 14.92± 0.61 20.61±0.65 
totals 
c.v. 42.29% 32 • .5'1% 
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{Delt. lS X: 
Sto. 62) 
5le25:t 2.52 I 
48.27% 
' 











1$.68± o. 15 · 
46.68% 
The coefficient of variation . indicated more variation in the F2. of' 
(Deltapine 15 X St,oneville 62) than in either parent in all the above 
characters except 20 and 30 day bloom count totals. 
The C.V. of Stoneville 62 (32.88%) indicated more variation than 
Deltapine 15 (27.57%) in the length 0f the first internode on the first 
.,,r 
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productive fruiting braneh9 the c.v. of Deltapine 15 (31.56%) was higher 
than Stoneville 62 (25.29%) .in the length of the internode directly below 
the node which bore the first productive fruit~g branch, but the means 
were approximately the same. More variation was observed in Deltapine 
15 than in Stoneville 62 in 10, 20, 30 and 50 day bloom count totals as 
indicated by the CoVe 
La.nkart 6ll and Lockett No. 1 did not differ significantly in the 
following characters as indicated ;i.n table II of the appendix. 
(1) total nodes at the beginning of the fruiting season 
(2) total nodes at maturity. 
(3) length of the intern.ode. on the main axis directly below the 
node which bore the first fruiting branch. 
Lanka.rt 611 and Lockett No. 1 differed in 8 characte;re. The means.i, 
C. V., and standard error of the mean for these characters of these 
varieties and their single cross are given in table II. 
Lockett No. l had a higher mean than Lankart 611 in the four 
measurements of structure. Lankart 6i1 had a higher mean than Lockett 
No. 1 in 10, 20, and 30 day bloom count totalso The inherent lateness 
of Lockett No. 1 is shown by a lower mean for the earlier bloom count 
periods and by a large increase of blooms between 30 and So days. 
Lankart bloomed earlier but had fewer total blooms at 50 days. The 
means of the F2 of (Lankart 6ll X Lockett Noo 1) fell between the means 
of the two parents as expected in most of the entries. . . 
The c.v. of length of the first internode on the first productive 
fruiting branch in Lankart 611 (53.97%) indicated more variation than 
in Lockett No. 1 (46.83%). The c.v. for the number of nodes to the 
node which bore the first fruiting branch in Lockett No. 1 (28.19%) 
indicated more variation than in Lankart 611 (17o34%)o The C.V. of 
height at maturity in the F2 of (Lankart 611 X Lockett Noo 1) (12.85%) 
showed more variation than either parent1 and in the single cross the 
C.Vo (28009%) also showed more variation in number of nodes to the 
node which bore the first productive fruiting branch. The c.v. of 
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lOj 20j and 30 day bloom count totals of the single cross falls between 
the CoV. 1s of the parents as expected. 
TABLE II 
MEANS, STANDARD ERRORS OF THE MEANS, AND 
COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION FOR EIGHT 
CHARACTERS IN WHICH IANKARI' 611 
AND LOCKETT NOo.l DIFFERED 
- Lanko 6ll Locko Ng. 1 
"' (a) plant height at, -X 4loJ7± 0.39 47o34±0o49 
the beginning of the 
.fruitine: season Co Vo 10013% 10090% 
(b) plant height - 50.4].i: Oo46 61.65±0.62 X 
at maturity 
c.v. 9.74% 10069% 
(c) length of first x 430 78±2.20 63.27±2. 19 
internode on the 
first productive CoVo 53097% 46083% 
f'rui tinu branch 
{d) number of nodes x 7. 73±0013 9.58±0.26 
to the node which 
bore the first pro= Co Vo 17.34% 28.19% 
ductive fruiting 
hranch 
(e) 10 day bloom X 1.82± o.14 o.65± 0.10 
count totals 
c.v. 81.87% 158.46% 
{f) 20 day bloom = .5.80±0.31 2048:± 0.22 X 
count totals 
c.v. 56.90% 95.56% 















(g) 30 day bloom "" X 
co].]Dt to_tals 
CoV 
(h) 50 day bloom x 
count totals 
CoVo 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Lanko 611 Locko Noo l 
10.39± 0.43 7.,ll± Oo3.5 
10018± Oo50 ~Oo09.J= Oo 74 
52015% 38.97% 
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The means and Co V o1s':indicated ;io differences in mean value or 
variation among the parents and the crosses in most of the characters 
Iil.easuredo Under more favorable gro'Wing conditions more differences 
might have been observedo 
The CoVo 8 S for the 109 20 9 and 30 day bloom count totals were 
unusually high. This was attributed to the large number of zeros 
in the data taken from these three periods of counting bloomso 
Simple correlation coefficients were determined among ll variables 
in 1 entrieso Two sets of correlation coefficients are presenteds (1) 
r values with replication effects removed~ and (2) r values ignoring 
replication effects. 
The r's ignoring effects of replication do not differ significantly 
from those calculated 'With replication effects removed. This indicates 
there were no differences in correfationdue to replications in this 
environmanto The r values considered int he text will be those with 
replication effects removedo All correlation coefficients appear in 
table I of the appendixo Those correlation coefficients of most 
interest are presented in smaller tables in the body of the thesiso 
There was an indication of little or no significant cor:relation9 
I . 
either genetic or non-genetic 9 between tbs following pairs of characters 
in any of the seven entries as indicated by their respective r values 
. ( table I of the appendix) e 
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I. Length of the internode on the main axis below the node which 
bore the first productive fruiting branch and length of the 
internode on the first productive fruiting branch were not 
correlated significantly withs 
(a) height of the plant at the beginning of the fruiting 
season 
(b) height of the plant at maturity 
(c) total nodes at the beginning of the fruiting season 
(d) total nodes at maturity 
(e) number of nodes from the cotyledonary node to the node 
which bore the first productive fruiting branch 
(f') 10 day bloom count totals 
(g) 20 day bloom count totals 
(h) 30 day bloom count totals 
(i) 50 day bloom count totals 
The measurements of intern.ode lengt~~ either on the main 
axis or on the fruiting branchs showed no significant relation= 
ship with any other character measured or with each othero 
IIo The number of nodes from the. cotyledonary node to the node 
which bore the first fruiting branch was not si@llificantly 
co:rrela ted wi thg 
(a) plant height at the beginning of the fruiting season 
(b) plant height at maturity.: 
(c) total number of nodes at the beginning of the fruiting 
season 
(d) total number of nodes at maturity 
(e) length of internode on the first productive fruiting 
branch 
(f) length of the internode on the main axis directly below 
the node which bore the first fruiting branch 
(g) 50 day bloom count total 
IIIe Tens, 20s 309 and 50 day bloom count totals were not signifi= 
cantly correlated withs 
(a) length of internode on the first productive fruiting 
branch 
(b) length of internode on the main axis directly below the 
node which bore the first productive fruiting branch 
The 10 and 30 day bloom count totals were not significantly 
related to plant height at maturituo 
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The correlations of certain pairs of characters resulted. from 
mechanical relationship of the characters in questiono N:ine pairs of 
characters in this study were related in this ma.nnero These are pre= 
sented in table III with the r values for each entry for the characters 
which showed this relationshipo All r·values express a significant 
positive relationship in all seven entries between the pairs of 
characters in the table. 
The correlations between the number of nodes to the node which 
bore the first fruiting branch$ and. l0$ 20$ 30 9 and 50 day bloom 
©ount totals are given in table IV. The significant negative rela-
tion~hip was weaker with the total nodes to the first productive 
fruiting branch than with later total bloom counts taken. There did 
not seem to be a significant difference between r values of varieties 






GROWTH CHARACTERS SIGNIFICANTLY CORRELATED 
BECAUSE OF MECHANICAL RELATIONSHIP, 
EX.PRESSED BY r, IN 7 ENTRIES 
Delt. Sto. Lanlco Locko Deltol5 Lank.6ll I 
15 62 6ll No. 1 X Sto.62 Lock. No.,l 
0.47 0.,61 0.52 0.61 o.,6o 0 .. 50 





total node o.46 0.49 o.41 0.50 o.45 0.36 
no. at first 
flowering 
total nodes 0.10 0.74 o.64 0.,69 0.72 0.74 
at maturity I 
Total nodes at 
be ginning of· 
flowering withs 
o.48 1 total nodes 0.36 0.31 0.51 0.,57 0.38 
at maturi.ty 
10 day bloom ! I 
count totals 
withs 
20 dq totals o.68 0.82 0.74 0.76 o.84 0.82 
30 day totals 0.57 0.63 o.65 o.,o Oo76 0.63 
20 day bloom 
count totals 
withg 
30 day totals o.86 0.82 0.78 o.66 0.91 0.82 
30 day bloom 
count total~ 
with& 











o .. 85 
0.10 
and the hybrids of these varieties. 
TABLE IV 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF NUMBER OF NODES TO THE 
NODE WHICH BORE THE FIRST PRODUCTIVE 
-FRUITING BRANCH-WITH 10~ 20, 30, 
AND 50 DAY BLOOM COUNT TOTALS, 
Ex.PRESSED BY r, IN 7 ENTRIES 
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Deltt . µ. Stoo .Lank. Lock-.. {Dalto 15. (Lanko 611 Do Ce 
15 62 611 No. l X Stoo62) ILockoNo.l 1 
Noe of nodes 
with& 
10 day bloom =0o33 -0.37 -Oo32 -Oo40 =0.,27 =Oo42 =0o30 
totals 
20 day bloom =0o32 -0.28 =0o25 -O.h7 --0.35 -Oo41 ...0.27 
totals .. 
30 day bloom -0.31 -Ool9 -0.18 -0.20 -0.23 -0.39 -Ool8 
totals 
.. 
50 day bloom -Ool6 0.06 -Oe04 -0.0, -0.,01 =0.02 0.02 
totals 
The height of the plant at the beginning of the fruiting period and 
< ! t· • ' 1 ,..1 'J ""I !:", , , ,-. 1· ' ., ...... : ,. ,• .., , , ., ~ ~ "'I ~ (: _ . .'. ' r • I I . J. ' . 1 - - (" . J 
total nodes at the beginning of the fruiting period are significantly 
related» as stated previously, because of lnechanical relationships. 
These two characters were significantly correlated with total bloom 
counts (tables V and VI)o It was noted that the magnitude of the 
ris differed among the entries. Correlations computed within Deltapine 
15 and Stoneville 62 of plant height at beginning and 103 20» 30» and 50 
day bloom counts were not significantly different 9 but the r value 
for the F 2 of their single cross was significantly higher than either 
parent according to Snedecorvs •z" test (13)o 
In the case of Lank.art 611 and Lockett Noe 1 the F2 of the single 
cross did not differ from its parents in degree of coITelation between 
height and bloom counts. The double cross~ was not significantly 
1rABLE V 
THE RELA.TIONSHIP OF HEIGh'T OF 11,HE PLANT AT "!'HE 
BEGINNING OF THE FRUITING SEASON wrrn 10, 
~ 0, 30 J and 50, DAY BLOOM COUJ,\f'I' TOTALS} 
EXPRESSJiJ) BY r, IM 7 EliJlrRYES 
- - Delt. Sto. Lank. Lock. (Delt.15 { V=mk:'6Jl X 
. . Height with 
10 day bJ 
count tot 
.oom 
20 day bl 
count tot 













611 No. 1 X St,o.62) Lock. No. 1) i 
' 
0.33 0.28 0.54 0.28 
o.4o 0.23 0.54 0.34 
o.47 0.38 0.59 Q.42 .• 
I 
als 1  O. 46 --~ 
50 day bl 
count tot o. 57 o.47 0.28 I 0.54 0.31 
Total No. of 
nodes with: 
10 day bloom 
count totals 
20 day bloom 
count totals 
30 day bloom 
count totals 
50 day bloom I 
count totals 1 _ .... ___ ' 
·- -,-.,,--, 
TABLE VI 
'I1HE RELATIONSHIP OF 110TAL 1'!1JMBER Olli'' HODES 
OF IJ.'HE PI.AJ:ifi0· AT THE BEG.INNING O]' . THE 
FRlfLTING SEASON WITH 10 J 20 J 30 9 
AND 50 DAY BLOOM C OUNr '110"!1ALS, 
EXPRESSED BY r, IN 7 El'ITRIES 
Delt. I Sto. Lank. Lock. lDelt~l5 , { Lank. 611 X 
15 · 62 611 No. 1 X Sto.62) Lo:ck. No. 1) 
I 
0.27 10.21 0.25 0.01 o.47 0.37 
0.33 0.24 0.27 0.04 o.45 o.41 
I 
o. 3'7 0.28 o.42 0.19 0.51 0.52 














higher than any of the parents$ and the r value was smaller than 
either of the single crosses$ showing a significantly smaller value than 
the F2 of (Deltapine 15 X Stoneville 62). 
Col'l"elations computed within Deltapine 15 and Stoneville 62 of 
total number of nodes at the beginning of the fruiting season and 10 
day bloom count totals were not significantly different$ but the r 
value of the F2 of (Deltapine 15 X Stoneville 62) was significantly 
higher than Deltapine 15 at the 5% level of probability and signi!= 
icarrtly higher than Stoneville 62 at the 1% level of probability. 
Th~re was no significant difference bet-ween the r's of Lockett No. 1 
and Lankart 611 between total number of nodes at the beginning of the 
fruiting season and 10 day bloom count totals,p but the r value for 
the F2 of (Lockett No. l I Lankart 611) was significantly higher than 
Lankart at the 10% level of probability end significantly higher than 
Lockett No.lat the 1% level of probability. The double cross was 
significantly lower than the F 2 of (Deltapine X Sto,neville 62) at the 
1% level of probability and significifltly lower then the F of (Lank:art 
j 2 
611 I Lockett Noo 1) at the 5% level of probability. 
DISCUSSION 
Simple correlation coefficients have bean determined in cotton 
dealing with lint$ fiber, and boll properties by such workers as 
Dunlavy (3)» Brannon (1)$ Kearney (9)$ Green (5)$ and Stroman (15)$ 
but$ to the knowledge of the writer$ only one study of the morph0=> 
logical characters» using simple correlations$ has been reported. 
Hodson (8) determined simple correlations of the characters that make 
up plant type. 
The morphological characters involved in this study were tested 
for correlation in all possible combinations. The relationship of 
these characters will be discussed by sections 9 with respect to the 
degree of significance of the r 1s determined. 
!!2 Significant Correiations Between Characters. 
Several characters appeared to be unrelated in this experiment. 
Lengths of the intemode measured on the main axis and on the fruiting 
branch were not correlated with each other or with any of the other 
characters measured. This lack of correlation was -unexpected$ since 
the length of the internode on the · ma.in axis was expected to be related 
to height. Apparently the intemode measured was not representative 
of average internode length. 
The total number of nodes to the node which bore the first prod= 
uctive fruiting branch was not significantly related t o the other 
structural characters measured. This character was independent of 
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total nodes at the beginning of the fruiting season or at maturity Jl and 
internode length, either on the main axis or on the fruiting branch. 
No significant relationship between bloom counts and internode 
length.I> either on the main axis or the first productive fruiting branch.I> 
was observed. This indicated that the total number of blooms at the 
lOJ) 20» 30 1 and 50 day counting periods did not depend upon the length 
of the internode. Considering th.at McClelland and Neely (11) found that 
tl:le blooms appeared in regular intervals upward on the plant and out,.. 
ward on the fruiting branches.I> it would appear that the internode.1> 
whether short or long.I> would require the same period of time to form. 
In this study the internode length was independent of total blooms 
at 10» 20 1 30.1> and 50 days. 
Occasional Significant Simple Correlations Between Characterso 
The positive significant r values observed in Lankart 611 · (0.21).1> 
Stoneville 62 (0.27), Lockett No. l (0.23).1> Sld ~alt. 15 X Sto. 62) 
(0.23) 1 between height of the plant at the beginning of t he fruiting 
season and length of the internode on the main axis directly below the 
node which bore the first fruiting branch, signifie s that as height 
increased the internode length increased. The relatively law r values.I> 
with significance only at the 5% level of probability.I> may well have 
been due to chance .I> especially since these characters were not corre-
lated i n the other entries. The length of the internodes on the main 
axis contribute t o t he height of the plant.I> and if t he internode 
measured was an average of all the internodes on the main a.xis then 
the possibility of significance is more likelyo 
The positive significant relationship at the 5% level of probabil::i.·~y 
i 
in Lockett No. 1 (0.24) and (Delt. 15 X Sto. 62) (0.22} of total nodes 
at the beginning of the fruiting season, and in(Delt. 15 X Sto. 62) 
(0.25) of total nddes at maturity, with length of the inter.node on the 
first fruiting branch is apparently an expression of plant vigor. As 
the total nodes increased the internode length of the fruiting branch 
increased. All varieties shdlfing this relationship had a rather wide 
spreading type of growth; the tendency toward extensive vegetation 
probably played a role in the significant r valueso 
Significant negative relationships in Lankart 611 (10 daysa-0.241 
20 daysa-0.34) and the double cross (10 daysa=0.25$ 20 dayas=0.23) 
between total nodes at maturity and 10 and 20 day bloom count totals 
signifies that as total blooms at 10 and 20 days increased the number 
of nodes did not increase as rapidly. Lankart 611 is a determinate 
type variety which blooms rather early, as indicated by the 10 and 20 
day bloom count means in table I; the double cross mean for the same 
character is also high and a similar characteristic may be present in 
the hybrid. 
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The double cross plants bearing the first flower on a higher 
fruiting branch tend also to have a longer first intemode on the first 
productive fruiting branch, as indicated by significant r values. 
Thia correlation appears to be a result of chanceo It is generally 
understood that the cotton plant has a pyramidal branch structure, i.e., 
the branches tend to become shorter toward the apex of the plant., 
In this experiment$ branch length and internode length varied together 
in most of the entries$ and these characters are highly influenced by 
environment. In 1956.. the most favorable conditions were prevalent 
at the beginning of the growing season.;; thus the int ernodes on branches 
at the lower nodes were longer. 
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In summarizingJ> the occasional significant correlations observed 
for character pairsJ> not usually correlated in this study, may be attri-
buted to chance, differential vigor of the plantsJ) or environmental 
influence. 
Significant Correlations~ ,!:2 Mechanical Relationships Among 
Characters. 
The high positive correlations observed between the height of the 
plant at the beginning of the fruiting season and the total number of 
nodes at the beginning of the fruiting season were expected because 
they are components of the same structural part.11 the main axis. 
Both are measuremants of growth.11 and as total height increased the total 
number of nodes increased also. The total number of nodes and total 
height are dependent upon one another to a large degree,11 and a close 
relationship would exist. 
A high positive correlation between height of the plant at 
maturity and total number of nodes at maturity can be interpreted the 
same as the height and total number of nodes at the beginning of the 
fruiting season. The correlation expressed between the characters of 
maturity would only be changed by the environment. 
Positi ve correlations of 10.11 20.11 .J0.11 and 50 day bloom count totals 
with one another is attributed to the accumulations of the total 
number of blooms. The 10 and 20 day totals were not significantly 
correlated with 50 day totals in (Lankart 6ll X Lockett No. 1) and 
Lockett No. lJ> and 10 day bloom count t otals were not significantly 
related to 50 day totals in Stoneville 62. This was considered to be 
due to chance. 
The relationships observed, as indicated by the r value, declined 
between bloom count totals of 10 days and the later totals of 20, 301 
and 50 dS37"s 1 in that order. According to Buie (2)~ ••• ~there is 
apparently a negative correlation between the number of flowers pro~ 
duced during early and late season periods. That is to say, a variety 
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which produces a large number of early flowers will have but few late in 
the season., and vice versa." These results are in agreement with 
Buie's conclusions; the detenninate and indetenninate entries both 
followed such a pattern. The bloom counts were accumulative., and a 
leveling off of the entries was observed at 50 days, i.e • ., all 
varieties had approximately the same 50 day bloom count mean. 
Correlations of Possible Value _!E Selection. 
The number of nodes to the first fruiting branch may be a good 
criterion for selecting for earliness. A low nain axis node to the 
first fruiting branch is accompanied by an increase in number of blooms 
at 10 and 20 da.rs, indicated by the r values in table IV. This 
character was found to be a convenient basis of comparison between var~ 
ieties or types by McNamara . et~. (12). They founds (1) the 
number of nodes to the first fruiting branch is apparently genetically 
controlled, (2) each variety seemed to ·be rather constant in node 
number of the main ~s to the node !fhich bore the first productive 
, 
fruiting branch regardless of extrein.es in the environn:ent, md (3) 
upland varieties could be expected to begin blooming after the sixth 
to eighth true leaf appeared on the plant., and even though cotton 
growers frequently refer to cotton as one which "fruits high91 or 
"fruits low11 this height is attributed to internode length and not 
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intemode number. A range of 7..$1±0.14 to 9.58±0.26 was observed 
in number of nodes to the node which bore the first productive fruiting 
branch in this study. 
The ne~t.ive significant correlations observed in this study 
between number of nodes to the ,first pfocfuctive fruiting branch and 
101 20, 30, and 50 day bloom, count to'tals decreased as the season 
progressed. McClelland and Neely (11) found that the order of bloom-
ing was vertical and horizontal» but in a regular pattern. The de-
creasing r values seem to correspond to the order and rate of blooming. 
The significant r 0s are relatively high at 10.11 and 20 day bloom counts 
and this signifies that this character may be a useful aid in selection 
for earliness. For mechanical harvest, where a high first productive 
fruiting branch is best for machine efficiency, it is desirable to have 
earliness and a high node number combined into a single variety. The 
correlation observed would work to the breederis disadvantage in such 
a situation. 
- . ' 
Significant positive relationships observed in all entries·between 
height at the beginning of.the fruiting peried a.nd lOll 20SI and 5b day 
bloom count totals showed a possibility of a genetic relationship. 
This is a growthSI structural, or morphological~ plant growth rela.=, 
tionship.and the inherent ability to produce a vigorous plant at time 
f ~-
of nowering could be the factor genetically controlled. The occurrence 
of more height and more fruiting branches on the plant would increase 
,. 
"tihe pos·sibility of a higher number of total blooms. This relationship 
of number of blooms WO'\lld be a secondary one 9 and is confounded with 
many factors. The r values were higher in the single crosses and were 
lower in tp.e double cross (table V). This poses a genetic probJ_em in 
the relationship of these characters of the parents when combined into 
hybrids. Significant differences would have to occur between the 
parents and both single crosses of these parents before positive 
statements could be ma.de about the geneiic mechanism involved. 'When 
the rtt s were tested by Snedecor 0 s 91 Z" test (14) » the r values for the 
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F2 'or the single cross (Deltapine 15 X Stoneville '62) was significantly 
higher than the parentso Such an increase in a segregating population 
@Ver parent varieties could be considered to be evidence of a genetic 
correlation.. The fact that the r in the double cross was lower would 
indication that the genetic relationship was caused by linkage 9 and that 
the additional generation of segregation resulted in recombi;nations of 
crossover types. The fact that the F2 of (Lankart 611 X Lockett Noo 1) 
did not differ significantly from the parents tends to weaken any 
conclusion drawn from the other cross and would make the double cross 
of little value as a check on recombinations. 
The significant positive correlations in 5 entries between total 
number of nodes iof the plant at.the beginning of the fruiting season 
and 10$) 20.1> 30.ll and 50 day bloom count totals indicated a relationship 
similar to that of total height and bloom counts. No significant 
difference was observed between the r 0 s of Lankart 6ll and Lockett No. 
lJ) .but the F2 of the single cross (La.nkart 611 X Lockett Noo 1) was 
significantly higher than Lankart 611 at the 10% level of probability . 
and significantly higher than Lockett,Noo 1 at the 1% level of 
probability. This suggests the possibility of linkage and the use o.f' · 
the double cross as a check on the recombinations of crossover types. 
The evidence presented thus far suggests that the h~tght of the 
plant at the beginning of the fruiting season and the total number of 
nodes at the beginning of the fruiting season were an expression of 
vigor. This relationship may be helpful in selecting for earlinesso 
3.3 
SUMMARY 
The relationships, measured by the simple correlation coefficient, 
of all possible combinations of 7 ~orphological and 4 flowering char= 
acters of the cotton plant (Gossypium hirsutum Lo)$ were studied.in a 
double cross (Deltapine 1~ X Stoneyille 6~) ICtarikart 611 X Lockett 
No. 1) 1 its conip9nent single cros.s~s,. and its parents. 
Several pairs of characters appeared to be unrelated in tbis 
studya (l) length of intemode, on the first productive fruiting branch 
or on the main axis directly below the node 1Vhich bore the first 
. . 
fruiting branch was not significantly related to any of the other 
characters studied, (2) the total number of nodes tot.he first pro-
ductive fruiting branch appeared .. to .be unrelated to other measurements 
of structure, and (3) bloom counts'.· of 109 20.11 30; and 50 days were not 
significantly related to i:nternode .length3 either on the fruiting 
branch or the main axis. 
Occasional significant relation.s~ps were observed between 
characters not usually correlated and ihese were attributed to en= 
vironment, differential vigor of the plants, or io chance. 
The characters, height at the beginning of the fruiting season, 
total number of nodes at the beginning of the frtiiting season..11 height 
at maturity, and total number of nodes at maturity9 appear to·have a 
mechanical relationship. Highly significant r values indicated that a 
close positive relationship is to be expected in these characters. 
Bloom count totals at 10.11 20, 30s and 50 da;ts would be expected 
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to be signific;antly associated because counts were accumulative. This 
was apparently the case in this .study,l) but there was a weaker rela-,. 
t,ionship between early and late pe:riod. bloom counts than between counts 
of'closer intervals. 
The number of nodes of the main axis to the node which bore the 
'•. 
first productive fruiting branch appears to be genetically controlled. 
Thi's measurement could. be a goo~ c;t"ite:rion to use when selecting for 
e~liness,l) as indicated by a nega:t,ive correlation with 10 and 20 day 
bloom counts. 
Height and total nodes at the beginning of the fruiting season 
were significantly correlated with 10 and 20 day bloom count totals • 
.. i 
Differences in height are genetically controlled,l) but it is probable 
that such differences result from inherited differences in vigor. 
Seasonal conditions were generally unfavorable for plant growth 
in 1956. Only the early season me~sureriients were taken under what· 
could be called favorable growth conditions. Extreme summ~r drouth 
conditions suppressed growth during the later part of the season.11 and 
genetic differences that may have existed in total bloom number,l) plant 
height,l) and node number at maturity were undoubtedly obscured. Since 
the main objective was to study relationships of earliness., the early 
growth measurements and their correlations are considered to be of 
most value. 
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.APPENDIX 
The variables.I) coded 1 through 11., found in appendix tables I 
and II are as followss 
(1) Height at the beginning of the flowering season 
(2) Height at maturity 
(3) Total nodes at the beginning of the flowering season 
(4) Total nodes at maturity 
(5) Length of the first internode on the first productive fruiting 
branch 
(6) Length of the internode of the ma.in axis directly below the node 
'Which bore the first fruiting branch 
(7) Number of nodes from the cotyledonary node to the node which bore 
the first fruiting branch 
(8} 10 day bloom count totals 
(9) - 20 day bloom count totals 
(10) 30 day bloom count totals 
(ll) 50 day bloom count totals 
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APPENDIX TABLE I 
SIMPLE COBREIATION COEFFICIENTS (r's) DErE.RMINED 
. AMONG 11 VAR~LES CALCUIATED BY: ( 1) r VALUES 
WITH EFFECTS DUE TO-REPLICATION REMOVED, 
ABOVE TBE·DIAGONAL;· AND (2).r VALUES 
WITH EFFECTS DUE TO REPLICATION 
IGNORED, BELOW THE DIAGONAL 
(a) Delta.pine 15 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
** ** D ff ** 1 o.47 o.66 0.20 0.15 0.14 -0.10 0.35 o.48 
** ** ** 
: 
2 o.47 o.46 0.70 0.20 0.10 0.12 0.02 o.oo 
** ** . ** ** ** 3 0.63 0.39 0.36 -0.06 0.07 o.o4 0.27 0.33 
* ** ** 4 : 0.21 0.70 0.36 0.09 · 0.-09 0.18 -0.10 -0.1-5 
' 
5 0.11 o.i6 -0.06 0.09 0.11 -0.08 =0 .. 12 -·0.08 
6 0.08 0.09 -0.06 0.07 0.11 0 •. 05 ... 0.03 0.05 
** ff 7 -0.12 0.11 0.06 0.21 -0.03 0.07 -0.33 -0.32 
'IMI" ** 
.. 
'IMI' . ** 
8 0.34 0.01 0.25 -0.12 -0.13 -0.04 -0.34 ., o.68 
** ** ** ** {9 o.45 .0.01 0 .. 25 -0.14 -0.11 0.07 '!"0o34 o .• 67 
** ** ** ~ ff o. 0.51 Oa3 0.28· ·-0~08 .. 0.11 0.05 -0.33 0.55 o.84 
** ff ** ** ** 1 1 o.43 0.33 0.33 0.05 -0.10 · 0.03 -0.14 0.32 0.54 
Significant r values: 
39 
10 11 
**·· ** 0.51 o.46· 
* 0~06 0.22 





** -0.31 .. 0.16 
** ** o. 57- 0~.37. 





(1) above the diagonal, 95 d.f. significance at the 5% level of 
* ** probability= 0.21 ~nd at the l'{o level m 0~26. 
(2) below the diagonal, 100 d.f. : significance at the 5% level of' 
.. * .. ** probab;l.lity,.m 0.20 and at the l'fo leyel m 0.25. 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
(b) Stoneville 62 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 
1 0.61 o.68 0.38 0.09 0.27 0.20 0.31 o.45 0.56 0.57 
*'* 1.i~* *'k *1f ** 
2 0.63 o.49 0.74 -0.04 0.18 0.28 =0.10 =0~03 0.10 o.44 
~f ** ** ** ,x. ** ** 
3 0.62 · o.45 o.48 -0.03 0.11 0.17 0.21 0.24 0.28 0.34 
*")~ ** ** * 4 o.4o 0.75 o.44 -0.08 0.19 0.14 =0.05 =0.08 =0.02 0.21 
5 0.06 =0.05 ~0.01 =0.08 0.16 . =0.04 =0.17 =0.11 o.oo 0.13 
** * * 
6 0.28 0.17 0.11 0.19 0.14 0 .. 11 o.oo 0.07 0.24 0.25 
** *'* ~r~t. 
7 0.18 0.27 0.14 0.17 -0.04 0.09 -0.37 .;.,0.28 -0.19 0 .. 06 
** ·:!- {f,jf ** ** 8 0.32 ~0.09 0.20 -0.06 -0.17 0.01 -0.38 0.82 0.63 0.20 
** ' *'· **' ** ** " 
9 o.48 0.02 0.19 -0.05 =0.13 0.08 -0.27 o.81i 0.$2 0.32 
*l'.f * * *"'A- ** ** 
1 0 0.59 0.16 0.23 o.o4 ~0.02 0.24 .. 0.16 0.62 0.83 0.60 -
** ** {Hr * ~ ** ff 11 0.58 o.44 0.28 0.24 0.10 0.25 0.11 0.19 0.34 0.61 
( c ) Lankart 611 · 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1· ** ** * *1k ** ** ** 
l 0.52 0.54 0.19 0.14 0.21 ~0.02 0.33 o.~.o o.47 o .. 47 
** ~- ** '* ' .W-'k ' I 
2 o.42: o.41 o.64 0.26 0.25 0.06 =0 .. 07 =0.11 0.04 0.36 
'** I ** ** '* ** ?PJ· ~~t 
3 0~56! 0.34 ' 0.31 0.11 o.o4 -0 .. 01 0.25 0.27 o.42 o.47 ·:{-* **' ~· ,,lf'* 
4 0.16 o.68 0.28 0.17 '0.05 0.12 =0.2~· =0.34 =0.16 0.13 
** {t, 
5 0~12 0.30 0.12 0.21 -0.10 =·0.08 =0.11 =0.15 =0.20 0.03 
6 0.19 0.12 =0.02 -0.02 ... 0.12 =0.02 =0.03 0$08 0.13 0-1.3 
·X·* * 
7 -0.01 0.06 0.07 0.07 -0.09 -0.07 -0.32 =0.25 -0.18 =0.04 
** J,H!· ** "ft"}"t' ~I- --)f'1E- {}* 8 0.34 ":'0.16 0.28 -0.27 -0.12 0.02 -0.26 0.74 o.6~ 0.33 
** * ** .,...* ·11-'k ** *;f 
9 0.39 -0.24 0.28 -0.40 -0.16 0.14 · ... 0.18 0.76 0.78 o.4o 
·Ii>·)(, -?Hf {·Hf ** ·?~'1~ {rlf 1 0 o.46 -0.ll 0.38 =0.25 ~0.22 0.19 '-"0.13 0.67 0~81 0.72 
'*'* ** *i,:" ** *'* -l~-OC· 1 1 o.41 0.30 0.38 0~09 0.04. 0.14 -0~04 0.31 0.39 o.68 -
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TABLE I (Continued) 
(d) Lockett No.- 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
' ** ** ** * 'It* * 'l\"11' ~ 1 0.61 0.55 0.33 o.o4 0.23 =0.08 0.28 ·0.23 0.38 0.28 -*"~ *i'" .~ *" "t,'t'IJJf 2 0~59 0.50 0.69 0.06 -0.01 0.16 -0.11 =0.12 o.oo 0.28 
** ** **' . *. 'll"R' 
3 0.50 .o.46 0.51 0.24 0.07 0.07 0.01 o.o4 0.19 0.27 
** ** -i~* ** 4 0.31 o.68 o. 5.3 0.09 -0.08 0.29 =0.16 =0.14 .-0.11 0.05 
* 
5 0.03 -0.03 0.21 0.08 0.16 0.01 -0.15 -0~10 =0.11 0.03 
* 6 0.24 o.o4 · 0 .. 03 -0.06 0.13 -0.04 =0.05 0.02 0.03 0.07 
.,Hf,· '"~* ** 
7 F"0.08 0.14 0.10 0.26 0.02 ... 0 •. 05 =0.40 .. o.47 =0.20 0.05 
{1-* ** 1~M· ff 8 0.27 -0.15 -0.02 =0.17 -0.09 -0.08 ... o •. 41 0.76 0.50 -0.06 
* I ** ** ·~ 9 0.23 -0.11 o.oo -0.16 -0~11 o.oo -o.46 0:74 o.66 o.oo 
** ** ** i'ri:r 10 0.37 o.oo 0.17 :..0.11 =0.11 =0.02 =0.19 ·· o.49 o.66 o.4o 
** **. -?!..;t. ** 11 0.29. 0.26 0.25 .0.02 0~00 o.o4 0.07 -0.06 0.02 o.43 
(e) Stoneville 62x Deltapine 15) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .· 11 
** ~~~ ** * i *li· **· iHl' · *~ 
l 0.60 0.75 o.44 0.08 0.23 =0.08 0.54 0.54 0 .. 59 0.54 
.. , ** ~;+ iH!- * * ** 2 6.63 o.45 0.72 . 0.16 . 0.05 -0.03 0.14 0.21 0.25 o.45 
. ' ** ** * * *":.i, ** -lffl, - i:sw 3 0.74 0.50 0.57 0.22 0.10 -0.07 o .. 47 o.45 0.51 o.46 
** ** - * I ·k* 4 o.49 0.76 0.60 0.25 -0.05 0.14 0 .. 08 0.10 0.19 · 0.33 
* * '11'il' * 5 0.11 0.22 0.22 0.28 0.08 0.12 =0.06 -0.07 -0.01 0.23 
-!!-* 
6 0.25 0.06 0.06 -0.03 . 0.14 0.05 o .. o; o.oo o.oo 0.06 
~~~ ,.,.._ * 7 -0.06' 0.01 -O.o3 0.18 0.15 0.06 -0~27 -0.35 -0.23 0.01 
** •)!-.'(- •ti-!!- ** °*-'* -I~· 8 0.54 0.17 o.48 0~12 -0.09· 0 .. 91 -0 .• 26 o.84 0.76 o.46 
·~HI- * """ {~·ill' ** *~ 11"il' 9 0.55 0.24 o.45 o.i4 ~0.09 -0.05 -6.34 o.84 0.91 0.61 
** ** ** * ~Hf- 1H!· *'..I- fflf 10 0.59 o·.28 o.49 0.20 ~o.o4 -0.01 =0~25 0.75 0.91 0.78 
'U''II:" ** ~ .. = ** '*"':!" ** 1'1"~ 11 0.58 0.51 o.46 0.37 0.25 0.09 o.oo o.45 0.61 0.78 
TABLE I (Continued) 
(f) (Lankart 611 x Lockett No. 1) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
** ** *"hi!.. ' 1 0.50 o.64 0.28 -0.06 0.16 -0.07 
** ** -!Ht-
2 o.47 0.36 0.74 0.17 0.19 0.16 
*l' -Ii* -:E--* 
3 0.63 0.31 0.38 -0.10 0.05 -0;13 
** ** ~* 4 0.25 0.74 0.3.3 0.01 o.o4 0.11 
{(,, 
5 0.05 0.21 0.02 0.03 =0.10 0.15 
* ~"* 
6 0.21 0.18 0.14 0.05 -0.02 ~0.26 
-M· * ~(" 
7 -0.03 0.21 -0.04 0.13 0.20 -0.20 
**' ~- *!» ~!"* 
8 0.26 -0~24 0.34 -0.17 -0.16 0.06 -0.38 
** ~~ "** -i(~ ,Ji(-::• 
9 0.31 -0.25 o.41 -0.19 -0.22 0.07 -0.38 
1t,* *'* i~ {!~R 10 0.33 =0.13 o.46 -0.07 -0.24 o.oo =0.38 
* ~~ 'i~* ·!Ht" 11 0.22 0.3)-i. 0.36 0.38 .,;0.01 ~0.12 -0.04 
42 
8 9 10 11 
** '~* •)(>* ie--~-
0.28 0.34 o.42 0.31 
?ta * iHl-
=0.21+ =0.23 =0.10 0.38 
•:!-W '**. {~* .. ::-u-
0.37 o.41 0.52 o.45 
** 
=0.17 -0.18 -0.06 o.4o 
<Vl· 
-0.17 =0.22 .,,0.20 0.05 
0.08 0.10 0.06 =0.07 
'*~" ** *'* 
=0.42 =0.41 =0.39 =0.02 
~~t} ·*·J!· 
0.82 0.63 0.06 
H'I\' 
''H~li" ~";Q 
0.82 0.82 0.20 
•::* {Hf .. ::-:!" 
0.63 o.'83 0.52 
" ~-,r ·tr;:-
0.07 0.22 o. 5~-
~ 
(g) (Delta.pine 15 x Stoneville 62) x (Lanka.rt 611 x Lockett No. 1) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
** ~(- i!-~ it~,., -ii-*, i~*. l 0.57 0.65 0.35 =0.04 0.08 0.20 0.,20 0.32 0.34 0.39 
W"rl" ** -t~J~ 1}?~ ·* 2 0.52 o • .3)-i. 0.72 -0.08 0.13 0.34. ·~0 .. 21 =0.10 =0.08 0~20 
~=~* *;} --~* <f.··il- 0c!Hf {8!<> 
3 0.63 0.27 o.42 o.oo -0,.13 0.18 0.18 0.26 0.32 0.28 
·- . ---
~Hf .. :H~ {"-'' .. "' {.8} .. :~ .. ~. 
4 0~30 0.75 0.32 0.01 ~0.1'7 o.41 0 21• ~J • " __ ;~ =0.23 -0.11 0.13 
~ ., ·,< 
5 =0.02 0.06 -0.03 0.09 -0.06 =0.23 =0.14 =0.10 =0.08 o.oo 
6 0.07 0.11 =0.13 -0.17 =0.03 0@00 o.oo - =Q!03 -0.05 =0.18 
.. :t ·*{f i* 1B:· *'"' 
7 0.23 0.37 0.18 0.34 -0.13 0,.01 =0.30 =0.27 =0.,18 0.02 
-llHf ~,,.J.k * i~'7-~ ~~ -:~* ~r 
8 0.17 -0.34 0.16 .:.0.37 .-0.21 o.oo -0.31 0.75 0.5_9 . 0.2·7 ... -
** {~ ~;f ** ~~ ... ?!-
cl}ff '*i-!- •::-
9 0.29 -0.22 ·0.24 -0~·33 -0.14 -0.02 -0.29 0.76 0.85 o.48 
** .. :C·* '*-* ·-=~* --~Y$> 
.... 1 ... t, ,~ 
10 0.31 -0.18 0.28 -0.27 -0.07 =0.01 -0.16 0.61 0.85 0.70 
** ** 1H!- {~~ {!-~ -!' .... 't. . . 11 o.4o 0.20 0.26 0.06 0.06 =0.14 0.08 0.2,3 o.45 o.68 
Coded 
TABLE II 
THE MEANS, ST.AND.ARD ERRORS OF THE MEANS, AND COEFFICIENTS 
OF VARIATION CALCULATED FOR -ll I VARIABLES 
FOR SEVEN ENTRIES 
Variable Source· Delt. 15 Sto. 62 Lank. 611 Lock. No. 1 
l X ± Sf 43.89 ± .46 43.90 ± .. 52 
I 
41.37 ± .39 47.34 ± .49 
c.v. 10.94% . i2.21% 10.13% 10.9oo/o 
2 - + = X - Sx 58.20 ± .69 53.14 ± .59 50.41 ± .46 61.65 ± .62 
' c. v. 12.34% 11$37%. 9.74% 10.69% 
3 x ± sx 16.19 ± .11 15.06 ± .11 15.23 ± .10 16.76 ± .11 
c.v. 7.22% 7.84% 6.89%' 7.22% 
4 x ± sx 21.27 ± .17 19.07 ± .14 19.20 ± .12 21.81 ± .. 16 
c. v. 8.27% 7.6&/o 6.51% 7.79ojo 
5 X ± Si 71.64 ± 1.91 61.89 ± 1.98 43a78 ± 2.20 63.27 ± 2.7 9 
' 
c.v. 27.57% 32.88% 53.97% 46.83% 
6 x ± sx 28.04 ± •. 86 29.58 ± .73 27.61 ± .88 28.94 ± .74 
c. v. 31.56o/o 25.29% 34.08% 27.02% 
7 X ± Sf 8.69 ± .19 7.61 ± .14 7.73 ± .13 9.58 ± .26 
c. v. 22.67% 19005% 17~34% 28.91% 
8 x ± s5c .87 ± .10 1.52 ± .14 L82 ± .14 .65 ± .10 
124.14% 96.05% 81.87% 
i 
) c. v. .1~8.46% 
9 x + s~ - 'x 2.77 ± .24 5. 74 ± e33 5.80 ± .31 I 2.48 ± .22 
c.v. 89.89o/o 58.89% 56.90% 95.56% 
' 
10 x ± Sx 6.10± .!+~ 11.69 ± .50 ·, lQ.,39 ± .43 7.11 ± .,35 
c.v. 76.39% ·44.31% 44.75% 52.46% 
' 
11 x ± sx 14.92 ± .61 20.67 ± .65 10,.18 :±: e 50 20 .. 09 ± .74 
c .. v. 42.29% 32.51% l 52.75% 38 .. ~% 
. I 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Coded (Delt.15 X (Lank. 611 X 
Variable Source Sto. 62) Lock. No. 1) D.C. 
1 X ± Si 41. 72 ± • 59 45.00 ± .43 43.97 ± .48 
c. v. 13.8&,l, 10.02% 11.14% 
2 x ± s- 49.61 ± .61 55.39 ± .68 56.58 ± .64 
X 
c.v. 12.13% 12.85'1, 11.61% 
3 x ± s- 14.95 ± .15 15.95 ,± .11 15.78 ± .13 X 
c. v. 9. 57% 7.01<!, 8.17% 
4 x ± sx 18.59 ± .13 20.12 ± .18 20.53 ± .15 
c. v. 6.94% 9.34'1, 7. 65% 
5 X ± SX 51.25 ± 2. 52 , 54.36 ± 2.05 55. 71 ± 1.94 
c. v. 48.27% 39.29cfo 35.92% 
6 X ± S5t 27.55 ± .82 27.98 ± .75 27.69 ± .75 
c.v. 29.22% 28.09% 27.88% 
7 x ± s ... 7.32 ± .17 8.32 ± .18 7.82 ± .14 
X 
c. v. 22.81% 22.84% 18.16% 
8 i ± s-
X 
1.29 ± .17 1.70 ± .15 1.39 ± .13 
c.v. 125.58cfo 93. 53cfo 93.53cfo 
9 X ± S- 4.54 ± .40 5.07 ± .34 4.88 ± .30 
X 
c. v. 85 . 46% 69.82% 63.73% 
-10 X ± s-
X 
9.42 ± .64 10.90 ± . 54, 10.05 ± .57 
c.v. 66.0i% 51.38% 58.71% 
11 i: ± s-
X 
15.68 ± .75 19.37 ± .63 19.34 ± .77 
c.v. 46.68% 34.02% 41.05% 
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